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DIGGERS DIRT
The Dirt being dished this month…

General Meetings:
Unless otherwise noted all meetings will
be virtual. General meeting begins at
10:30am. An announcement will be
emailed one week prior with specific
timing of business and program.
No refreshments will be provided.

Look ahead…2020/2021
*denotes in person (optional) with protocol
of social distancing and masks.

November 4 - Hort Program - Speaker:
Max Jehle, Max Ag Consultants, Inc.

December 2 - *Holiday Workshops &
Virtual Boutique
January 6 - GCA On-Demand Program Revolutionary Gardeners: The Wisdom
of George Washington & Thomas Jefferson,
featuring Dean Norton & Peter Hatch

February 3 -*Diggers’ Gardens Tours with Diggers History
March 3 - Conservation Program -

Speakers: Abby Meyer - Botanic Gardens
Int’l; Evan Meyer - Theodore Payne
Foundation; & Dr. Ari Novy - San Diego
Botanic Garden

April 7 - Old Mill Workday - Auction
TBD in Jan. 2021
April 19/20 - Auction Prep TBD
April 21 - Auction TBD
May 5 - Floral Design
June 2 - Annual Meeting

From the President
Hi Diggers!

It was wonderful to see so many Diggers in
person at our October workday at the Old
Mill. Diggers pruning the pomegranates and
catching up with each other made me forget
the woes of the world. I dashed home to
wash my face and change into a fresh shirt
then, start our virtual business meeting.
Gwen and Sally, 50+ year members, were
already chatting together on the Zoom call.
“Hi, Liz, move to a better spot. We can’t see
you in the shadow!” Gwen said.
I am delighted we are not intimidated by
online meetings!
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Board Meeting
Virtually, Monday
November 2nd, at
10:15am

Old Mill Workday
Tues, Nov 10th 9-10:30am
Mon, Dec 7th 9-10:30am

Mark Your
Calendar
Upcoming GCA Dates
www.gcamerica.org
Special GCA Virtual
Conferences 2020-2021
Nov 17, 2020
Conservation Study
Conference

January 21, 2021
Photography Conference
February 23-24, 2021
National Affairs and
Legislation Conference
April 8, 2021 Floral
Design Conference
May 11-12, 2021

GCA Annual Meeting
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In this October issue of DIRT, you’ll find a Smithsonian
article about the smart enzyme that breaks down
plastic. Read further to learn about Frances Palmer,
ceramicist, who has written a new book and also
Frederick Law Olmsted, Sr. and the GCA’s collaboration
to celebrate his 200th birthday. Important news from
Membership, Nominating and Scholarship deserve your
attention, too.
Registration is now open for the 2020 Conservation
Study Conference, “This Land Is Your Land” on
November 17-18th. Take time now to sign up for this
special opportunity, courtesy of GCA.
My garden feels different than it did in March when we
were forced into isolation. The leaves on my
persimmon, oak leaf hydrangea and crape myrtles have
turned brown. My compost bin built then is filling up
now. For me the fall evokes the seasons of life. There’s
still so much ahead.
See you soon,

Bristol Farms Scrip: Contact Alfrida by the 1st
Wednesday of the month in order to receive your Bristol
Farms Scrip. Confi rm by mailing her a check payable to
Diggers, by the 10th of the month to:
Alfrida King
324 Wigmore Drive
Pasadena 91105
She will deliver the scrip to you later the same month.
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Floral Design

There is a fun new book out by Frances Palmer en7tled Life In
The Studio, Inspira4on and Lessons on Crea4vity. It is ﬁlled
with photos of her po=ery, ﬂower arrangements, the ﬂowers
she grows in her cuAng garden and recipes.
You can resource the book directly from her
at www.francespalmerpo=ery.com. Or support our local
bookstore, Vroman’s, by ordering at
www.vromansbookstore.com

Garden History & Design

The GCA has joined with nine other national organizations to celebrate the
200th birthday of Frederick Law Olmsted, Sr., widely considered the father of
American landscape architecture.
The National Association of Olmsted Parks is spearheading the Olmsted
200 celebration, and you will find a wealth of information about Olmsted, his
vision, his design principles, and his projects at Olmsted
Online, www.olmstedonline.org. For instance, this tidbit: although Olmsted most
famously designed Central Park in New York City and had many commissions on
the East Coast and in the Midwest, he also designed several projects in California,
including the Stanford University campus!
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GCA clubs will mark the Olmsted 200 celebration by focusing on the importance
of parks and open spaces in our communities with a new GCA initiative
called Parks: Where Nature Meets Community. GCA clubs are encouraged to tie
the current needs of their communities to Olmsted’s revolutionary work in parks
and public landscapes with a club project. (Stay tuned: our work at the Old Mill
may qualify.)
For further information about this initiative, log onto the GCA website, click GCA
Committee Pages, then click Garden History & Design, and you will see information
on the Parks: Where Nature Meets Community initiative. Of particular interest, the
Smithsonian Archives of American Gardens is producing a series of One Minute
Reports (OMR) on the six major design principles which guided Olmsted’s work.
The first two OMRs, “The Genius of the Place” (September) and “Unified
Composition” (October) are currently accessible by clicking “AAG -- One Minute
Reports” under Parks: Where Nature Meets Community. The other four OMRs will
be released over the course of the year. The resources available in the Garden
History & Design section of the GCA website this year provide a fantastic
opportunity to learn more about Olmsted and the history of American landscape
architecture!

Membership
Hear Ye, Hear Ye!
Please put on your Digger's thinking cap regarding Membership.
Do you have a friend who loves to garden, cares about the
environment and wants to learn from our exceptional educational
programs? Then we have a deal for you!
We are thinking creatively so that you can introduce possible
candidates. At our November meeting, we can include guests in the Zoom
presentation with time for you to introduce her. (Guest will not be included in our
business meetings).
We are eager to meet your guests and show them our Diggers Spirit as best we
can during Covid-19. Remember gardening and friendship is the key to good
health. Membership proposal letters (proposer and two sponsors) are due
December 15th.
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Scholarship

The Scholarship Committee oversees the administration of the Elizabeth Abernathy
Hull Award. The award amount is $1,000 and is granted to approved applicants who
have demonstrated a profound commitment to young people under age 16 in
teaching them about the importance of our environment.
This Hull Award is an AWARD and not a scholarship. It is one of 3 national awards
given by the GCA. Applicants are proposed by clubs and club members. And it is a
secret. The applicants aren't supposed to know they are being nominated until the
results are announced in the spring. Usually the Zone or the Club makes it a special
presentation. Please email Marcia mla2575@aol.com with suggestion of possible
candidates.
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Conservation

SmartNews Keeping you current

Engineered ‘Super Enzyme’ Breaks Down Plastic
The new enzyme could allow for infinite recycling of common PET
plastic used in water bottles and clothing

Plastics can take hundreds of years to naturally degrade in the environment, something this new
combination of enzymes can accomplish in a matter of days. (Photo by Fachrul Reza/NurPhoto
via Getty Images)
By Alex Fox smithsonianmag.com October 1, 2020
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Just ten percent of plastic waste in the United States gets recycled. One of the reasons for that
dismal figure is that it’s actually not that easy to recycle plastic and turn it back into a useful
product. Now, researchers have combined a pair of enzymes engineered to break down plastic
faster than ever before, reports Damian Carrington for the Guardian.
These engineered enzymes, described in a paper published this week in the journal the
Proceedings of the National Academy of Sciences, were derived from plastic-eating bacteria
first discovered by Japanese scientists in 2016. The bacteria’s feat of reducing stubborn
plastics to their constituent parts was impressive, but it was just too slow. Since its discovery,
researchers have been working to improve the efficiency of its enzymes.
The new souped-up versions of the enzymes produced by the bacteria, called PETase and
MHETase, can break down the nearly ubiquitous PET plastic (polyethylene terephthalate),
which is found in everything from water bottles to carpets, into molecules that other bacteria
are capable of dealing with,
reports Dharna Noor for
Gizmodo. In 2018, many of
the same researchers authored
a study on using PETase alone
to break down plastics, but by
adding MHETase the team
was able to make the process
six times faster, according to a
statement.
This new "super enzyme" can
break down the PET plastic
commonly found in water
bottles and clothing. This
illustration shows how researchers were able to stitch the two enzymes (MHETase and
PETase) together to create a new super enzyme that more efficiently breaks down plastic than
either enzyme alone. (Rosie Graham / University of Portsmouth)
Plastics can take hundreds of years to naturally degrade in the environment, something this
new combination of enzymes can accomplish in a matter of days. Making new plastic relies
on fossil fuels, which are a limited resource that pollutes the environment and drives climate
change, John McGeehan, a biochemist at Portsmouth University and senior author of the
study, tells Sara Rigby of PA News. Using these newly unveiled enzymes could allow
plastics to be “made and reused endlessly, reducing our reliance on fossil resources,” he adds.
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According to the Guardian, the researchers say their “super enzyme” could be used to
recycle plastic “within a year or two.” At the moment, McGeehan tells CNN’s Jack Guy that
their newly developed process is “still way too slow” to be commercially viable.
The super-enzyme can also deal with polyethylene furanoate (PEF), a bioplastic used in some
beer bottles, but cannot break down other types of plastic such as polyvinyl chloride (PVC).
McGeehan and his team are now hoping to speed the process up even further to make it more
useful for commercial recycling, per PA News.
“The faster we can make the enzymes, the quicker we can break down the plastic, and the
more commercially viable it will be,” McGeehan tells PA News. “Oil is very cheap so we
need to compete with that by having a very cheap recycling process.”

About Alex Fox

Alex Fox is a science writer focusing on environmental stories.
He’s written for Nature, Science, The San Jose Mercury News, Mongabay, Eos, Smithsonian
Voices, and Bay Nature.You can find him at alexfoxscience.com
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Diggers at Work - The Old Mill
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